Light-Life® Harmonizers

The Harmonizer consists of three Light-Life® Rings and an Acu-Vac Coil. All Personal, Environmental, and
Agricultural Harmonizers© that are mentioned here are available in the Sacred, Lost, and Empowerment Cubit
measurement. They are made of copper with the first layer in silver followed by 24 K gold plating, alternated eight
times when the outer layer is gold, nine times when the outer layer is silver. The 24 K gold plated Environmental
and Agricultural Harmonizers© are primarily used for air pollution clearing and agricultural purposes while the silver
plated ones are included with other applications used for reducing the effects of Electromagnetic Fields.

How do the Harmonizers© work?

According to clairvoyants by connecting three Light-Life® Rings a spherical light field is created. Once you put the
Acu-Vac Coil inside they can see a field shaped like a donut, a toroidal field that is created, which they observe as
moving positive energy light field. The light field of a single Light-Life® Ring clarifies everything and illuminates
what lies within it’s sphere, one can imagine the force, with a combination of three columns of light plus an AcuVac Coil how it can impact the whole environment!

The Personal Harmonizer©

The smallest of the Harmonizer© (diameter 2-4 cm) is worn as a talisman or a
medallion on the body. This model is available in different variations and
measurements: Sacred, Lost and Empowerment Cubit. The "Unity Personal
Harmonizer©" consists of a combination of Sacred and Lost cubit, the Synergy
Personal Harmonizer is a combination of Sacred, Lost and Empowerment
Cubit. All Personal Harmonizers© are supplied with a ½ Sacred Cubit LightLife® Ring. We also manufacture the Personal Harmonizers now in a mini
version, which is half the size of the standard format. Although small, they still have a powerful effect.
All Personal Harmonizers© are now available in a lacquered version. The advantage of this is that normally in the
course of time wear does occur. The function remains unaffected, because we have developed a process to
increase the vibration on the condition before painting. During Slim Spurling’s, time there were still no innocuous
paints, therefore we have taken them away. But in the meantime we have a biological coating and are glad to be
able to use it now. The results from unpainted Harmonizers© gaseous state, which offers the body, the aura and
the environment "sub-micro" which have trace nutrients in its diffuse form.

The Environmental Harmonizer©
The Denver clearing experiment in 1994, which is described in the book "In the Mind of a Master" resulted according to Slim Spurling and his team - a phenomenal improvement in the existing air pollution, which were
performed with the early versions of the Environmental Harmonizer©.
We recommend activating the Harmonizer© with the CD an hour in the morning and an hour in the evening, unless
you have a severe situation, like a tornado, hurricane warning or a situation with enormous air pollution. In those
cases activate them as needed by placing the Harmonizer© outside of the ring in front of loudspeakers playing the
Environmental Clearing CD. Also put the Harmonizers© in the Light-Life® Ring that is included once a week or more
if you feel it is necessary to clean and recharge it. Due to the increase of all kinds of pollution in the environment,
it is now necessary to do this more often.

The Agricultural Size Harmonizer©

The Sacred Cubit Agricultural Harmonizer© was originally created for farmers, to have healthier plants and higher
yield without having to use chemicals. Around 2003 we started testing the Lost Cubit Harmonizers© and found that
they were much better for gardeners and farmers. The Sacred Cubit Agricultural size Harmonizer © is used for
improving well-being and harmony for both people and nature. We have business people who like to have them at
their meetings. They reported that having placed the Harmonizer© at the meeting, items on their agenda took less
time to accomplish and they were much more productive, often half the time than in the past.
The Empowerment Cubit Agricultural size Harmonizer© showed powerful results in communities and we like to call
it the Community Harmonizer. Each Agricultural size Harmonizer© includes a free 1 Sacred Cubit Light-Life® Ring
with one bead and an Environmental Clearing-CD. We recommend activating the Harmonizer© with the CD an hour

in the morning and an hour in the evening, unless you have a severe situation, like a tornado, hurricane warning or
a situation with enormous air pollution. In those cases activate them as needed by placing the Harmonizer© outside
of the ring in front of loudspeakers playing the Environmental Clearing CD. Also put the Harmonizers © in the LightLife® Ring that is included once a week or more if you feel it is necessary to clean and recharge it. Due to the
increase of all kinds of pollution in the environment, it is now necessary to do this more often.
Find more information on our Online-Shop.

Comment: German law prohibits us from sharing the applications of the Light-Life® Tools. We highly recommend
reading the book “In the Mind of a Master” or come to one of our workshops in English to learn more about them.
If you are interested in sponsoring a workshop in your area/country, please contact us at
info@lightlifetoolseurope.com.

